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Drew Barrymore and Cameron
Diaz have been supertight since
their teens, and now they have
another thing in common: They
have both written books on
their favorite subjects t;
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Barryrncre spred
and snapped hearts

everywhere: on a skirt,
in iitter, and bes,cnd

Drawing from an archive of
about 25,000 photos, the

actress found hearts in unex-
pected places. "l love things

that lack negativity," she says.

The image of a heart-shaped
straw wrapper discarded on
the sidewalk. "lt says,'What

could be trash becomes
hope,"' says Barrymore.

"This book is so symbolic of
Drew," says Diaz. "She finds

love in everything. She
doesn't wear her heart on her
sleeve; she rs one big heartl"
Find lt in Everythin& Little. Brown

and Company, $18; available in
January at amazon,com.

Her mission? Share everything
she knows about achieving

optimal physical health. "This
isn't a diet book; it reveals how
your body works," says Diaz.

The nutrition facts. "When
women are not knowledge-

able about what they eat, the
body they have is not really,

tr u ly their s," Diaz says.

"Cameron was born with
genetic gifts, but she is never
lazy about bettering'herself,"
says her pal. "Not for vanity,

but for mental health."
The Body Book, Harperwave, $26;

available on December 3'1 at
barnesandnoble.com.
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11 18 ktgold
-{ lion head
t-l medallions
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Of course she adored

pearls, but Coco
A Chanel was also keen r\v on lion motifs (she A 

-*'

was a Leo). She e
began usingthem in e\

--. : designs after her ";'
-. ; trips to Venice in the
.q "d 1920s, where the- big cats are every-

where you turn. This
.#s & Chanelbeaded e* ? necklace reflects
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' necklace,

* $221,000:
F'E at a Chanel
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grams
of 18kt
gold

Chinese,
lndonesian, and
Tahitian pearls
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